THE TYPE-PROBLEM IN POETRY	2.59
 2.	" Giving the cow to the Brahmans man gaineth all the
worlds, for in her is Brahman contained in Rita, and Tapas
also." i
 3.	" Prajapati is called the first-born of Rita." z
 4.	" The gods followed the laws of Rita." s
 5.	"He who saw the hidden one (Agni), and drew nigh to
the streams of Rita." *
 6.	" O wise one of Rita, know Rita 1    Bore and release Rita's
many streams." &
The boring refers to the worship of Agni, to whom
this hymn is dedicated. (Agni is here called the "red
bull of Rita"). In the worship of Agni, fire obtained by
boring is used as a magic symbol of the regeneration of
life. Here clearly the "boring" of the streams of Rita
bears the same significance, namely the streams of life
rise again to the surface, libido is freed from its bonds6.
The effect produced by the ritual fire-boring, or through
the recital" of hymns, is naturally regarded by the believers
as the magical effect of the object; in reality, however,
it is an 'enchantment' of the subject, namely an intensi-
fication of vital feeling, a release and propagation of life-
force, a restoration of psychic potential.
7.	Thus we find : " Though he (Agni) creepeth away, yet unto
him straightway gocth the prayer.   They (the prayers) have led
forth the flowing streams of Rita/'7
The revival of Jiving feeling, of this sense of streaming
energy, is very generally likened to a spring gushing from
its source, to the melting of the iron-bound ice of winter
i Atharvaveda, 10, 10 ,33. (Deussen). 2 Atharvaveda, 10, 12, i, 61.
(Bloomfield). 8 Vedic Hymns (Sacred Books, xlvi), p. 54. * Vedic
Hymns, p. 61. 6 Vedic Hymnst p. 393.
8 Release of libido is obtained through ritual work. The release
brings the libido to the disposal of consciousness. It becomes domesti-
cated. From an instinctive, undomesticated state it is converted
into a state of disposability, This is depicted in a verse which runs :
" When the mlers, the bountiful lords, brought Him forth (Agni) by
their power from the depths, they released Him from the form of the
bull." Vedic Hymns, p. 147.
' Vedic Hymns, p, 174.

